ABSTRACT.
I. N. Herstein has shown that every Jordan derivation on a prime ring not of characteristic 2 is a derivation. This result is extended in this paper to the case of any ring in which 2x = 0 implies x = 0 and which is semiprime or which has a commutator which is not a zero divisor. 
Lemma 2. For all a, b and r in R,
Proof. Let S be the ring obtained from R by defining the product of ia, b) and is, t) to be ias, at + bs). Then the mapping / from R into S, The next lemma is similar to [2, .
Lemma 3. Let P be a prime ideal in R (i.e. aRbC P -> a £ P or b £ P). Then [a, r, b] = 0 for all r in R implies a £ P or b £ P.
Proof. Let h and k be arbitrary elements of R. Then ahakb + bhaka = 0 and, therefore, -2ahbka = 0, since, akb + bka = 0 = bha + ahb. But then ahbRaC P for all h in R, and if a {. P, then aRb C P and so b € P.
The Baer lower radical, or prime radical, L of R is the intersection of all the prime ideals of R. For alternative definitions and properties of L see [5, pp. 69-71] or [3, pp. 193 -197] . R is said to be semiprime it L = (0). 
